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TPX-40 Multi-application Blade

MK Diamond Products’ TPX-40 multi-application blade is designed for maximum life and speed when cutting medium to low reinforced concrete or hard materials. The laser-welded segment over the gullet design helps to reduce noise by as much as 10db while providing efficient removal of cutting debris. The additional core cutouts provide improved cooling during deep cutting, which helps keep the core from warping and losing tension.

A newly developed bond allows cutting a wide variety of material including brick, granite, block, pavers, concrete, bluestone and asphalt.

“Multi-application diamond blades are becoming more commonplace as the technology improves. Now contractors do not have to worry about matching the blade to the material to avoid the blade from glazing or losing the diamonds too quickly. These blades are also more economical,” states Brian Delahaut, Vice President MK Diamond Products, Inc.

“At MK Diamond, we are pioneers in developing diamond blades that deliver industry-first innovation and technology that leads to increased productivity and performance,” explained Frank Gleason, Sales Manager. “Our new TPX-40 High Speed Dry Blades are just one example of how we are leading the industry with product development that exceeds contractors’ expectations.”

The TPX-40 supreme grade segmented rim diamond blade is available in 4” to 20” diameters. The tall segment heights provide long cutting life; 10” and smaller diameter blades have a 10mm segment height and the 12” and larger diameter blades are 15mm.

MK Diamond Products, Inc. is a manufacturer of precision diamond blades and equipment for cutting, coring and polishing all types of masonry, concrete, tile and stone products. MK Diamond Products, Inc. has been American-owned since 1868 and is continually evaluating and developing technologies to produce the best equipment in the market. For more information call 800/421-5830 or visit www.mkdiamond.com.